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“Current robust growth of domestic travel market is
contributed by more consumers, presumably those in

lower tier cities, start to embrace travelling as a common
leisure activity. The development of ‘smart travel’ enables
domestic travellers to free from reliance on human tourist

guides, and travel booking agencies could explore new
opportunities as information channels.”

– Yihe Huang, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Local tours: don’t need human but mobile to explore
• Travel agencies: serve beyond ticket dealer by guiding choices
• Family tours: outdoor activities during rural tours help parents and children to ‘switch off’
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Figure 20: Reason for anticipated domestic destination, by gender, November 2017
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Beijing and Shanghai stand out for historical attractions and amusement park, respectively
Figure 24: Reason for anticipated domestic destination, by anticipated domestic destination

Go with partners and children the most
Figure 25: Domestic travel companion, November 2017
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80s tend to spend more on domestic travel
Figure 28: Average domestic travel spending, by age group, November 2017

Eat well but have concerns on local tour guides
Figure 29: Preference on domestic spending categories, November 2017

Figure 30: Preference on domestic spending categories - spending more, by domestic travel companion, November 2017

Booking channels play vital role in deciding where to go
Figure 31: Domestic travel information channel, November 2017

Indirect information channels make a difference
Figure 32: Domestic information channel, by anticipated domestic destination, November 2017

Rural tours to explore
Figure 33: Attitudes towards domestic family travel – destination, November 2017

Activities at the destinations vary
Figure 34: Attitudes towards domestic family travel – destination activity, November 2017

A leisure activity to spend time with family
Figure 35: Domestic travel companion, by consumer classification, November 2017

Go domestic to enjoy themselves
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Figure 37: Domestic travel information channel, by consumer classification, November 2017
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Figure 38: Attitudes towards domestic family travel, by consumer classification, November 2017
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Figure 40: Market volume for domestic holidays, China, 2012-22
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